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FACTS
'The Voice of the DMACC Boone Campus9'
Serving the Cornmunits Since 1956

Tuesday, December 12,2000 ('rues./Thurs. classes)
Exam Time
8:05 a.m. - 9:30 a.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8:00 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.
1 1 : 15 a.m. - 12:40 p.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:30 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.
2:25 p.m. - 3:50 p.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1:00 p.m. - 3: 15 p.m.

Jacobsen 11-lakesfirst
team all-conference
wanted to do cvcryliiing [hat llcr sislcr hd
but littlc did Jacobscn know that shc was
going to find shc lnd a lalcnt in this game.
Jacobscn starlcd playing varsity vollcyball during her junior year of high school
in Wisconsin. Shc playcd junior v;~rsi:\;as
a frcshman and sophomore. As a scnion
Jacobscn made thc
Southcastcrn
Confcrcncc tcam.
Coach Lori Slight recruited Jacobsen by
watching her at a club volleyball toumamcnt in her senior vcar.

Wednesday, December 13,2000 (Mon./Weci./Fri., or more classes)
Exam Time
8:00 a.m. - 8.55 a.rn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8:00 a.m. - 10.15 a.m.
10:lO a.m. - 11:05 a.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10:30 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.
.12:20 p.m. - 1.15 p.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1:00 p.m. - 3.15 p.m.
2:30 p.m. - 3:25 p.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3:30 p.m. - 5:45 p.m.

Creative writing
contest deadline
Dec. 4

Thursday, December 14,2000 (Mon./Wed./Fri., or more classes)
Exam Time
6:30 a.m. - 7:55 a.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6:30 a.m. - 8:45 a.m.
9:40 a.m. - 11:05 a.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:00 a.m. - 11:15 a.m.
12:50 p.m. - 2:15 p.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..11:30 a.m. - 1.45 p.m.
Friday, December 15,2000 (Mon./Wed./Fri., or more classes)
Exam Time
6:55 a.m. - 7.50 a.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..7:00 a:m. - 9 1 5 a.m.
9:05 a.m. - 10:OO a.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9:30 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
11:15 a.m. - 12.10 p.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..12:00 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.
1.25 p.m. - 2:20 p.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..2:30 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.
3:35 p.m. - 4:30 p.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...3:30 p.m. - 5:45 p.m.
EveningISaturday Final Exam Schedule
Evening classes will have their finals at the day and time of the final
regular class meeting.
Last Monday night classes.............................December 11
Last Tuesday night classes.. ............................December 5
Last Wednesday night classes. ......................... December 13
Last Thursday night classes.. ........................... December 14
Last MondaylWednesday night classes.............December 13
Last Tuesday/Thursday night classes.. . . . . . . . . . . December 12
Last Saturday class .................................... .December 9
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Caitlin Jacobsen
Kevin AIberOs
Bear Facts Staf

Caitlin Jacobsen, currently a freshman
at DMACC, made the First Team AllConference for volleyball. Jacobsen
played as the middle hitterblocker with
the Bears. Jacobsen studes at the Boone
Campus. majoring in fire science.
Jacobsen said, " I was very surprised. It
made me feel good about the way I played
this season. Next scason I'm going to work
hard and hopefully get recruited at a decent Division I program."
This season, Jacobsen played 102
games, had 272 kills, 643 attempts, ,318
kill percentage (third highest in the confcrence) 73 block kills and 55 block assists.
Jacobsen starting playing volleyball because of her older sister. She always

The DMACC Crcative Writting Contest
deadline is midnight Monday, Dcc. 4. All
DMACC students registered for Fall 2000
can participate.
Thc lop prizc is a scholarship worth
$900. The mnncr-up gets $450, and cash
awards include $100 for best story and $50
for the runner up, and $100 for the best
poem and $50 for the runner up.
Students must submit at least three original manuscripts. They must be poetry,
short fiction. or pcrsonal cssay or combination of the three.
All entries must be sent to:
DMACC Creative Writing Contest
'Y&.W. Chapman, Contest Coordinator
Sciences and Humanities Department
Bldg. 21Ankcnv Campus
2006 S. Ankeny Blvd.
Ankeny, IA 50021
If you have any questions about the dctails. contact your English teacher or refer
to the MEMO posted around school from
Chapman, CommunicationsMumanities.

Women's basketball rises from ashes after two years
Scott Anderson
Bear Facts Staff
This season isn't the first year of varsity basketball for the DMACC women;
however, little is known about the history
of women's basketball at DMACC.
DMACC women's basketball began in
1977 under head coach Lynda Johnson.
The first victory for the DMACC women
came on Dec. 4, 1978 against Council
Bluffs.
In 1982. DMACC nailled Dick Criner
as the new women's basketball coach. The
team started the 1982-83 season with a 5-1
rccord and finishcd with a 13-14 win-loss
record. The team won the conference with
a 7-1 record. The tcam had three doublcdigit scorers in Sherry Fisher (18 points),
Lisa Bell (15 points) and Canda Ott (14
points).

During the 1983-84 season, the Bears DMACC finally got a food service profinished with a 16-7 record and in the gram, but until a housing complex is built,
1984-85 season went 12-13 overall with a it will be hard to attract out-of-state re10-8 record against other Iowa junior col- cruits. Most of our recruits were local,
leges. Linda Knapp, who averaged 23 such as from Boone, Ogden, and Madnd."
The 1990-1991 season was one of tranpoints per game and Felicia Murillo, who
averaged 15 points a game during this sea- sition as women's basketball went from 6
son, led the Bears. Knapp also had a cou- on 6 to 5 on 5. In 1992-1993, the Bears
ple of games where she scored over 40 went 8-10. but the next couple of years
were tough as key injuries hurt them. In
points.
The Bears would face a rebuildng pe- the 1995-1996 season. the Bears went 7-17
riod as the team was hit hard by the 1985 in Criner's last season. He finished with a
DMACC graduation. Julie Neiland, who 200-230 career record at DMACC. making
averaged 16 points a game, led the Bears him the winningest and losingest coach in
in scoring during the 1985-1986 season. DMACC women's basketball hstory.
The Bears then opcned the 1996-1997
The Bears also had a tough time recruiting
season with a ncw athletic director and
players at this time.
According to former head coach Dick hcad coach in Terry Jarnieson. As the head
Crincr. "When parents and recruits came coach he stmgglcd becausc the tcam was
for a visit, they wanted to know that they very big in numbers. Kim Carlson became
would have a place to eat and sleep. head coach in 1997 when Jamieson had to

take over as head coach for the men's team.
The Bears again struggled and because
there wasn't enough interest to make up a
viable team, the women's program became
a club sport in 1998. The club sport program lasted for two years and was then
cancelled. Enough interest was created in
1999 for a decision to be made to have
women's basketball a varsity sport again.
After Orv Salmon took over as the new
athletic director this past spring. Bob
Terrones was named the new women's
basketball coach. The team is off to thc
best start (54)) in DMACC womcn's basketball history. A couple of weeks ago the
DMACC women charged back from 12
points down to force overtime. they then
dominated the overtime period for the win.
Fans now attendng the games will sec the
women DMACC Bears malung history.
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Phi Theta Kappa
stays busy
Nancy Woods
Contributing Wriler
The Boone campus Tau Phi chapter of
Phi Theta Kappa will host the lowa
Regional Conference Feb. 15-16, 2001.
The chapter is busy making plans and
arrangements for this special event. At
this time. all Boone campus students will
be invited to the first annual College Fair
that will be held during this conference.
All of Iowa's four-year institutions will bc
invited to bring adrmssion applications,
transfer information. scholarship and grant
possibilities, and much more.
Tau Phi hopes that all Boone campus
students will plan to attend and get information about their educational options.
The Phi Theta Kappa Rcgional confcrence
is being funded through the generous donations of DMACC, ISU, the AmeriHost
Inn. and Domino's Pizza. Tau Phi says a
big thank-you to those who contributed to
the conference.
Phi Theta Kappa is an international society of honor students at the two-year college level. Students who are members of
Phi Theta Kappa must have completed 12
credits with a minimum GPA of 3.5. The

Boone Campus chapter of Phi Theta
Kappa is called Tau Phi Chapter. The
meetings are Wednesday mornings from
730-8:00 a.m. in the L. Courter Campus
Center.
The Tau Phi Chapter is getting ready to
nominate candidates for Regional
President and Vice-President.
Steve
Stonehocker is going to campaign for the
lowa Regional President position and Ben
Howe is to run for the Northwest Iowa
Regional Vice-President position. Connie
Colle is the campaign manager. We hope
to make a strong campaign during the
Regional Confcrence. It would be fantastic if the Boone campus was home of two
of lowa's Executive Board Members!
Wish them luck! We hope to construct
ballots that are easy to complete so that we
won't have to deal with a hand recount!
This is the first year that Tau Phi
Chapter of the Boone campus is going to
try to complete the requirements for the
Phi Theta Kappa's "Three Star Level." It
is our goal. in the year 2001, to make it all
the way up to the "Five Star Level." Watch
out! Here we come!
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Skunk River calls
for papers
Skunk River Review--The editors of
Skunk River Review are seeking essay
submissions from DMACC students for
the 2001 edition of the student anthology. Submissions will be accepted from
any student enrolled in the following
classes, basic writing (English 090),
writing skills review (English 091),
Composition I (English 117), or
Composition I1 (English 118) during
the summer or fall 2000, and spring
2001 semesters.
Essays from the basic writing, writing skills review, and Composition I
classes will be selected for publication
on the basis of clarity, creativity, and
writing skill. From those essays selected, overall winners will be chosen
for scholarship awards. The winner of
the basic writing/ writing skills review
category will win a $500 scholarship.
and the winner of the Composition I
category will win a $700 scholarship.
Essays from students in Composition
I1 will be selected as models showing
the scope, content emphasis, and skill

requirements necessary for success in
the class. Because the editors would like
to include as many Composition
IllEnglish 118 essays as possible, no
scholarship award will be given for this
catego~y.Instead, all writers who are selected for publication will receive a
$200 stipend for their work.
The edltors ask that all entries include two hard copies and a copy on an
IBM- compatible dlsk. Entries that do
not include a disk copy cannot be considered. Submissions should be typed
(double-spaccd) and should be accompanied by the Skunk River Review release form (available from Jan LaVille),
which requires an instructor's signature.
Because essays will not be returncd,
please retain an original copy for your
files. Entries should be sent to Paula
Yerty (Officc 5 AA) or Eden Pearson
(Office 5 S) in the Science and
Humanities Department and Buildlng 2.
Ankeny Campus. The deadline for submissions is Friday. April 13. 2001.

PTK announces finalists f o r All
I o w a Academic Team
Nancy Woods
Contributing writer
Phi Theta Kappa international annually
sponsors the All lowa/AU USA Academic
Team. Each year two students are selected
to represent the Boone Campus DMACC
as members of the All Iowa Academic
Team. Members from the All State
Academic Teams are eligible for the All
USA Academic Team.
Last year. the
Boone Campus was the only DMACC
campus to support members on the All
Iowa Academic Team. To be a member or
this team is a high honor. Boone Campus
All Iowa Academic Team members for
1999 were Katie Howe and Jo Webster.
At the beginning of October, Boone
Campus instructors were asked to nominate students who they believed were possible All Iowa/ All USA academic
representatives. The faculty ovenvheImingly nominated students from many dlsciplines. The criteria for nomination were
that the student must have a minimum
GPA of 3.5 and expect to graduate by
August 2001. In the end Boone Campus
faculty nominated 35 students. Of the 35
nominated. 12 students picked up the application forms. The application for the All

DMACC Boone Campus receives
Boone County recyling award
DMACC Boone Campus--DMACC.
Boone Carpus, has been choscn as one of
the recipients of the "Boone County
Business/Workplace
Outstanding
Recycling and Waste Reduction Award."
The award was given on Wedncsday,
Nov. 15 at the Boone City Hall. Beth
Shultz: PBL president, Kim Cunningham,
PBL vice president; and Marie Dostal,

PBL historian, were present to accept the
award for DMACC. Pictured above is
PBL president. Beth Shultz, giving the
award to Boone Campus Executive Dean
Bill Hitesman. PBL wishes to thank all
DMACC Boone campus students for their
help in earning this award by depositing
their pop cans in the pop can containers on
campus.

Iowa/ All USA Academic Team is a vcry
arduous procedure. The application includes a lengthy essay and letters of reference indicating a specific example
highlighting the student's academic ability.
leadership. and citizenship. This application was very challenging to complete! Of
the 12 that picked up the application eight
decided to accept the challenge and complete all the forms. We are very excited to
have such a good response to this grueling
application procedure! The eight finalists
for the Boone Campus All lowa Academic
Team are: Connie Colle, Kaci Crim.
Heather Manken, Brad Meyer. Mitzi
Schoening, Steve Stonehockcr, Amy
Thompson,
and
Sarah
Wikert.
Congratulations to these students!
Currently a team of impartial judges is reviewing these students' applications.
Hopefully, the review committee will render a decision the last weck of Novcmber.
If you see any of these students in your
classes, in the hall, or just around the
Campus Center please make a point of
congratulating them on "going the distance" and working above and beyond
their general course requirements to compete for the All Iowa Academic Team. We
are proud of their accomplishments, their
drive, and their commitment to excellence
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Boone campus scholarship winners
Aree Baker. $150, Boone, Boone Women's
Club; Aree Baker, $500, Boone, HallettStar, Justin Bartkiewicz, $400, Dundas,
Ontario Canada, Hallett Foundation;
Matthew Beaton, $250, Hanulton, Ontario
Canada, Holst 2; Heather Behn, $500,
Boone, Holst 1; Jay Berkenpas, $300,
Sioux City, Holst 1; Lane Bielfelt, $500,
Boone, Bill & Mary Ahlstrom; Aniel
Bivens, $400, St. Louis, MO, Holst 1;
Cody Bowers, $1,179.80, Boone, Holst 1;
Kristin Bravard, $250, Boone, Holst 2;
Stacy Britson, $300, Radcliffe, Holst 1;
Emily Brooks, $250, Ames, Holst 2; Kate
Bunt, $200, Marcus, Holst 2; Laura
Burdette, $500, Boone, Holst 2-Star; Anna
Byriel, $250, Boone, Holst 1; Leslie
Calhoun $300, Boone, Marine Corps
League; Angelica Cardenas, $250, Perry,
Holst 1; Leng-1 Cheong, $500, Ames,
Holst 1-Star; Danille Clinton, $150,
Boone. Holst 2; Stuart Cornwell, $200,
Ames. Holst 1; Bret Crim, $500, Stratford,
Holst 2: Kaci Crim, $500, Stratford Holst
2; Kim Cunningham, $150, Boone, Boone
Women's Club: Jod~Daigh, $500, Boone,
Holst 1; Elk Danilson. $250, Boone, Holst
2; Kame Danner, $300, Boone, Holst 2;
Chris Davis. $500. Boone, Holst 2; Julie
Davis. $500. Huxley, Hallet Foundation;
Michelle Davis. $500. Boone, Holst 1; Jill
Dubberke. $300. Hubbard Holst 2; Scott
Dunkin.
$666.40.
Ames. Harold
Cunningham: Sean Farley, $400. Boone,
American Lcgion; John Ferrari, $500:
Pilot Mound Holst 1; Jenny Fly, $500,
Nevada. Hoist 1 -star: Sara11 Garner. $200,
Boonc, Hslst I ; Tracy GeIfre, $500,
Boonc. Holst 2: Ryan Gladson, $300.
Ci~rlisle.Holst 2: Melissa Gourley. $500:
Boonc. Holst I: Melinda Groat, $500.
Nevada. Holst 2: Cindy Cirundstad. $300,
Boonc. Holst 2; Staci Hartman $300,
Ames. M e Ellen Beckwith; Stephanie
Henderson $400. Husley. Holst 2; Jared

Hill, $250, Ames, Holst 2; Nathan Hill,
$250, Ames, Holst 2; A r m Hoffman,
$300, Moravia, Holst 2; Leslie Howerton,
$500, Collins, Hallett Foundation; Caitlin
Jacobsen, $400, Racine, WI, Holst 1;
Billie Jo Johns, $200, Boone, Alfred $
Arline Jensen; Darren Johnson, $500,
Manningtree, Essex UK, Holst 2; Randy
Johnson, $971.60, Boone, Alfred & Arline
Jensen; James Jones, $902.20, Boone,
Hallett Foundation; Valerie Jones, $200,
Nevada, Holst 2; Alyssa Ketelson, $500,
Ames, Hallett Foundation; Karol King,
$200, Boone, Holst 1; Toni Klemisb $150,
Boone, Boone Women's Club; Tony
Knute, $250, Glidden, Holst 2; Mau Kong,
$500, Grand Junction, Holst 2; Jessica
Koos, $400, Ames, Hallett Foundation;
Jessica Koos, $200, Ames, Alfred &
Arline Jensen; Shonelle Kudrna, $250,
Boone, Holst 1; Mary Lillis, $200, Ames,
Holst 2; Amber Ling, $250, Ames, Bill &
Marguerite Hartley; Kelly Lingren, $400,
Boone, American Legion; Sharon
Litchfield, $150, Ames, Bill & Marguetire
Harlley; Lili Lowry, $200, Jewell, Alfred
& Arline Jensen; Mary Maben, $250,
Boone, Holst 1; Mary Maben, $150,
Boone, Beta Sigma Phi; Cory McCawille,
$250. Ogden, Holst 1; Julie McKee, $500,
Ames, Holst 1-Star; Casey Meinecke,

$300, Panora, Holst 2; Brad Meyer, $300,
Ogden, Holst 1; Joshua Meyer; $400,
Wellsburg, Bill & Marguerite Hartley;
Amy Millang, $250, Ames, Holst 2; Joetta
Mitchell, $400, St. Louis, MO, Holst 2;
Dan Moeller, $200, Boone, Hallett
Foundation; Amanda Murphy, $500,
Boone, Holst 2; Dale Musser, $300,
Boone, Holst 1; Karen Myers, $200,
Boone, Hallett Foundation; Kerry
Newbanks, $250, Ames, Boone General:.
Lisa Obecht, $400, Zearing, Hallett
Foundation; Najiah Ommaid, $200. Ames,
Holst 2; Neeley Owenson, $200, Dayton,
Holst 1; David Parsons, $500, Gander,
Newfoundland Holst 2; Kari Paulson,
$500, Dana, Holst 2-Star, Kip Pederson,
$500, West Branch Holst 1; Greg Piklapp,
$400, Boone, American Legion; Joe
Primus, $200, Wellsburg, Holst 2; Tyler
Rohrbeck, $250, Glidden, Holst 1;
Victoria Rowley, $200, Albia, Holst 2;
Justin Sawis, $300, Pierre, SD, Holst 2;
Lindsay Saunders, $400, Boone, American
Legion; Mitzi Schoening $500, Stratford,
Holst 2-Star; Heather Schwechel, $500,
Boone, Holst 2; Tracy Shaw, $300,
Maxwell, Alfred & Arline Jensen: Sara
Shearer, $400, Boone, American Legion;
Beth Shultz, $500, Pilot Mound, Hallett
Foundation; Mitchell Shultz, $150, Pilot

Mound, Holst 1; Cheryl Simpson, $150,
Ogden, Boone Women's Club; Jennifer
Smith. $200, Peny, Holst 1; Josh Smith,
$500, Boone, Holst 2; Stephanie Snuttjer,
$300, ,Doon, Holst 2; Jennifer Staker,
$500. Huxley, Holst 2; Laura Stolte, $400,
Boone, American Legion; Mellissa
Sullivan, $200, Huxley, Hdst 1; Sarah
Sunderman, $250, Sidney, Holst 1;
Michele Tharnke, $200, Story City, Holst
2; Amy Thompson, $500, Boone, Holst 1;
Heidi Vanfossen, $400, Boone, American
Legion; Wendy Verhelst, $150, Boone,
Holst 2; Rhonda Walrod, $250, Boone,
Holst 2; Robert Warner, $250, Van Meter,
Boone General; Joe Weber, $200, Boone,
Bill & Marguerite Hartley; Ryan
Wellmann, $200, New Ulm, MN, Hallett
Foundation: David Wennerstrum, $4 16.40,
Ogden, Harold Cunningham: Todd
Westberg,
$200,
Boone,
Hallett
Foundation; Jennifer Westbrook. $902.20,
Hwdey. Holst 1; Josh Wirth, $1,110.40,
Roland Holst 1; Nicholas Wirth, $400,
Roland Holst 2; Bret Wisecup, $1.1 10.40,
Madnd. Holst 2: Jody Woodley. $400.
Boone. Lucille Murken: David Woods,
$300, Boone, Hallett Foundation; Tiffany
Young. $500, Ames, Holst 2; Jane Zantow,
$500, Boone, Holst 2; Muhammed Ziblim,
$500, Ames, Holst 2.
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Benefits include:
* Free uniforms
* Stock options fMc$ma~er
TQ
* Paid breaks
* Meal discounts while working
* Regularly performance reviews
* Opportunities for advancement
APPLY TODAY
Now Accept~ngApplications 1227 S.Marshall
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Maximize your success with a Drake
education. Drake offers you powerful
advantages for your future: a wide
range of academic options, personal
attention from outstanding faculty
and professional opportunities in a
dynamic capital city.
These and other advantages are why
more than 95% of Drake graduates
find career employment or enter
graduate school within six months
after receiving their degrees. They're
also why U.S. News & World Report
magazine ranks Drake among the top
Midwestern universities in academic
reputation as well as a 'best value."
We'll help you take the next step.
For more information or to apply online:
Tolcfree: 1-80044-DRAKE
Locally: 5152713181
On the Web: vmw.drake.edu
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L OCAL MUSIC SCENE

P a r s 1v:

I q 2nos
Patrick Fleming
Bear Facts Staff
Who is thc greatest rock band in the
world? RaQohcad? They aren't really rock
are they'? Could it be Kom? Well 1 think
they are hard rock and well. they are not all
that talented. So who knows who is the
greatest rock band? Well. my vote is going
to the alternative country rock band from
Chicago that goes by the name of Wilco.
Last week I got the opportunity to see
Wilco for the second time in my life and
the ticket was free! So picture this. one of
your all-time favonte bands playing in
Iowa City a mere two hours away and for
free! You would think I had died and gone
to heaven. But I Qd not expect the greatness and pure music perfect-ness that was
&splayed on that poorly lightcd Union Bar
stage this past weck.
Wilco started the set lightly, playing
slow and bouncy country songs from their
latest album Arlerma~dilvc.2, a collaboration of unrecordcd Woody Guthrie songs.

recorded with British folk legend Billy
Bragg. Lead singer Jeff Tweedy had the
crowd in the tip of his palm when he said,
"Now to the rock portion of our show."
And at that moment, pardon my French,
but all hell broke loose. It was like seeing
the songs of the Beatles and Johnny Cash
being performed by the Who.
Raw scratchy vocals that made you
need to hold on to every last breath you
had in your body waiting for the next
breath to come up your throat and save
you!
I was standing in the front and I looked
back after the group had ripped through a
version of "Misunderstood," to see a room
full of hip-looking college kids with 95%
of their jaws touching the floor from true
arnzemeilt.
I wish everyone rea&ng this could have
been there. but you weren't. At least go
check out one of the bands six albums.
Thcy are all worth whatever the price!
Thanks and as always, contact me at
wheatlordl @,yahoo.com.

Crawley-Mertins makes
beautiful music

Marilee Crawley-Mertins
Matt Rinker
Bear Pi~ctsSlafl
While on your way to class. you may
have passed by thc ICN classroom and
heard the beautiful sounds of Beethoven.
Back or Mozart bellowing out for all to
hcar. If you have cnjoyed this as much as
most have, then you have one person to
thank.
Marilee
Crawley-Mertins,
DMACC's music appreciation and piano
teacher.
All her life, Crawley-Mertins has been
devoted to music. Evcn as a child, she
would sit and listen to her mother play.
waiting to be taught. Now that she has
learned much about music. she has decided to bring her gift to DMACC.
Licensed in both vocal and band music,
Crawley-Mertins comes to DMACC with
a lifetime of experience and a lot of knowledge. From thc classics, to Ncw Age
Kock she knows all genres. If you ask her

what her favorite style to play or teach.
she'll tell you, "I really don't have a favorite. but I study mostly classical."
The enjoyment she gets out of teaching
is simple, Crawley-Mertins said "I lovc
watching my studcnts grow. Hearing their
cars develop. that gives me a lot of joy."
Along with teaching music, CrawleyMcrtins made a living at it as well, performing at many types of conccrts from
weddmgs. to receptions and private parties
to cven jz.z bands. She has made her living in this profession. and it is one that she
loves. Living this sort of lifestyle takes a
lot of knowledge of what is hot and what
people want to hcar.
"ln ordcr to make a living in music, you
have to play what people are paying to
hear." she said.
But her life isn't all about music. She
has an intcrest in computcrs, too, and now
shc has found a way to incorporate her
music with thc computers by recordng
music on a floppy d s k and moving it onto
thc computer. This process is nothing new,

Patrick Fleming
Bear Facts Stag
What songs do we all remember
from the '80s? I can almost promise
you that "Walk Like an Egyptian."
would make most of your lips sing
along. And why? Well. I will tell
you why. The Bangles were the best
'80s all girl rock band there was.
And it just so happens they influenced all-girl groups that have come
after them.
The Bangles were an amazing
rock band. Thcy could play with any
of the "hair bands" from the '80s. The
Banglcs were the dominant all-female rock and roll band of the 1980s
decade.
Their influences werc rooted in
thc spirit of the L960s. with bands
like the Beatles. Thc Byrds. and The
Hollies. Their songs' ly rics were
fueled by an appreciation for the
British Invasion era of rock and roll.
Their harmonics. which carried
shades of The Mamas and Thc
Papas, and the Beach Boys, bccanic
the band's unmistakable trademark.
Today. few. if any. all-femalc rock
and roll bands (that is. band members
who play instruments. writc. and
sing.) can top the Bangles' sales
record. The girls have four albums.
all multi-platinunl, two #I lut singles. includng several othcr Top 10
hits incluQng the classics such as
"Manic Monday," "Walk Like An
Egyptian," and "Eternal Flamc."
In 1989. the Bangles went their
separate ways. Now. ten years later.
it can bc told with great enthusiasm
that thc dominant all femalc band of
the '80s is back! I'm excited to say
that the best selling '80s girl rock
band will be touring this coming
summer, so please go check thcm
out.
As always thanks, and you can
reach me at wheatlordl @jyahoo.com.

Holiday music
coming to
campus
DMACC Boone Campus--DMACC keyboard students will present a family holiday music program on Sunday, Dcc. 3,
2000. from 2-4 p.m. in the Boone Campus
Theater.
Thc program will include key board ensemble music from " A Manhcim
Steamroller Christmas" accompa~uedby
percussion, an audience sing-a-long. and a
small children's choir.
DMACC keyboard students who will be
featured are Elizabeth Dahy. Linda Poore.
Matt Rinkcr, Fardos Shaekir, and Jentufcr
Tjernagel. Kim Beck and Jane Whiteing
will serve as song leaders for the sing-along. Gordon Stull (Story City) will be
guest percussionist.
The program is directed by Marilee
Crawley-Martins, music instructor on the
Boone Campus. Adrmssion is free and the
public is invited to attend.
Refreshments will be served following
the program.

Drinking for a
lifetime
Robin Duhn
Rear Facts sfafi

Remember going to all thc parties and
all the dnnking in high school? Who was
puking and who passed out? Will all the
dnnking we &d then come back to haunt
us? Scientists are studying the affects of
"I love watching my
alcohol on people who are tradtional colstudents grow. Hearing lege age and it doesn't sound too good!
have dscovered that your
th eir ears develop, that brainScientists
continues to mature until around the
gives me a lot ofioy. rr
ages 20 or 21. Regularly getting drunk in
high school could lead to long lasting
but to a musician like Crawlcy-Mertins, damage to the brain. It could lead to probit's an exciting way to bring in a Qfferent lems in solving &Elcult math equations to
element to her music.
simply reading a map.
Another thing Crawley-Mertins enjoys
USA Today stated that your hippocamis cars. In fact. at one point she even had pus is one the main regions in the brain
a Corvettc. which is how she met her hus- that is affected by alcohol. The hippocamband. who had a Corvette as well.
pus is involved in the memory and learnIf you want to talk to someone who can ing process. When heavy high school age
give you a rundown of all the great musi- dnnkers where compared to light to non
cians and maybe even play you a tune. high-school age drinkers. the heavy
Crawley-Merlins is the woman on the dnnkers' hippocampus was on average
Boone Campus who can do this for you.
10% smaller! "Binge dnnlung" has shown

I

The Bangles

I

to have an affect on the hippocampus also.
So if you tlunk you've made it out of
high school without any problems, think
again! Your choice of dnnking and how
much in high school might have affected
you in a way you aren't aware of yet!
Scientists state that your brain is more affected by alcohol in high school than in
collegc, but in the end this could definitely affect your collcge career!
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From Behind the Chair Meet the staff
Michele Thiunke
Bear Fucts ,Stqfl

Jensie Lauritsen

Perms seem to be making a comeback
due to the increased easiness of style.
P e m can change your look. but unless
you are used to them, it seems to be a regrettable choice for people a few weeks
later. If you choose a perm for your
change. plcase. please tell your hairstylist
how long it has been since your last perm
and any horror storics you have as a rcsult.
If your hst perm was in the first grade.
givcn to you by the blue-haired neighbor
of your grandma, the good news is- perms
have improved.
Cutting can be a positivc change Bc
sure of what you want. rcmembcr the holiday photos you will be in and don't be
pressured into changing if you are happy
with your style.
As usual, if you havc any qucstions or
suggestions. please contact me at the Bear
Facts phone.

Since thc holidays are quickly approaching, people may choose to do something a little dfferent with their hair. What
options are there?
Color is a safe option. If you have not
colored beforc. go subtlc. Highlightswhich lightcn only some of your hair and
lcave the rcst of it your natural color- will
improvc the color in your hair and Facial
tones. If you are noticing morc gray in
your hair. low-lighting- the opposite of
highlighting-is a great choicc. You'll obviously have somc gray hair remaining. but
this is a nlorc subtle changc. You want a
natural look. Not likc Aunt Agnes, who always hasjet-black hair and very thick penciled-in eycbrows and is usually an
attention-getter in holiday photos.

I

Event in history you wish you could
e ~ was
have reported: when the ~ r a d Bill
bcing dcbatcd on Capital Hill.

From the Editor's Desk
Arthur Davis
'StqflWriter

son can afford this, but putting $5 to $10
dollars here and there starts to turn into
large amounts over time. It may not be
much at first, but small amounts do turn
into large amounts.
A class hcre at DMACC that teaches
how to manage your money is Galy
Stasko's Pcrsonal Finance. This is a class
that I would recommend to all. It is a lifelcsson claw that teaches how to budget
your moncj. how Lo buy a honlc. how to
understand stocks and mutual funds. and
how to deal with many of the other linancia1 s~tuationsin a person's life.
In that class, we learned that an emergency fund should include up to three
months of living expenses in it. If you lost
your job today, what would you do for
money? How would you live and pay your
bills?
Starting one of these funds answers
those questions. Start small, but have
somethingin your emergency fund to meet
those needs when they come up.

Most people havc that moment in time
when they find themsclvcs with a major
cmcrgcncy on thcir hands with no cluc of
how to pay for it. The intclligent thing to
do is to set up an cmcrgcncy fund in advance. My wife and I found out just how
important s ~ ~ ac fund
h can bc.
A couple ol' monllis ago. b%cpurchased
a used car not knowing that Lhc head gaskct would soon have to bc changed. This is
extrcmcly costly. and with no money to
pay for it. thc car would have had to sit
until the lnoncy was raised to lix it. If we
would havc just ignored this problem. then
thcre could have been serious damage
done to the engine.
However. we wcre lucky enough to
have started an cmcrgcncy fund at the beginning of the semester. We put $100
cvery week and an addtional $100 every
other week into this fund. Not every perWe welcome
all DMACC
students
I

I

2 2 8 Mamie Eisenhower
432-4587

Cherv Mohrman
D& Wiscup
Staci Prokop

Happy Thanksgiving
I
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Title: Layout Edtor
Hometown: Boonc
Age: 20
Year and status at DMACC: Full-time
sophomore
Number of credits this semester: 1 0
through DMACC. 5 through IJ of 1 cornspondcncc
Maior: Graphic Journal~srn
A ciass you would revommend to others:

Scott Anderson

Title: Sports Edtor
Hometown: Nevada
Age: 20
Year and status at DMACC: Full-time
sophomorc
Number of credits this semester: 13
Major: Liberal Arts
Class you would recommend to others:
Creative Wriling
Wherc you work during school: Smitty's
Su r Valu
w rat you do for fun: "l'm a fan of pnjfessional wrcstline WWF."
The section of thue newspaper you read
film%$:S r ~ ) i t \
Your goirl as Bcar Izac.t\ u t ; r E 'lo product qual~lypa n
The event in istory \ou wish you reorted: When Mark h/icGu~n:b l o k e Lhc
ome run record.
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Business, Management students visit Des Moines area
Tammy Clark & Nikki Scott
Contributing Writers
Ten DMACC Management Support
Systems/Business Department students
had a "great time" on their oneday field
trip Friday. Nov. 10.
After meeting in the Lloyd Courter
Center at 8 a.m. the group spent the moming in Des Moines. meeting with four employees at ING Equitable. Students
learned about what employers expect from
job applicants and what thc working conditions are like at ING Equitable.
Lunch was at Allie's Restaurant in the
Mamott Hotel.
Next. it was on to KCCVNews Channel
8 studio for a tour. Students learned about
the different news anchors. dirferent sets.
and the variety of positions within Channel
8.
DMACC instructors accompanying the
students were Mary Jane Grecn and Linda
Plueger.

When choosing classesfor next semester, think ofyour campus newspaper

Bear Facts is a bi-weekly newspaper
published 7 times a semester

I

..

Second Row: Rony Hajarro, R O Raulston,
~
Idm ~ u n n i n ~ h a m r ~ oFuentes,
sie
Kim Miller, Nikki Scott,
Tammy Clark. PBL members take a tour of KCCI studios.

1

JNAD 123 meets T/RJFom 11:15-12:40for 3 hours credit
Take for credit or write for the paper as a student activity
E-mail jrlaville@dmacc.cc.ia.us

See Jan LaVille in RM 212, X5091
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Discover and learn about the "Simpson Experience."

Ii'wcalhcr conditioils in the early morning hours warrant. the dccision

10 cancel classes duc to inclement weather will most jeneraliy be madc
around 6 a.m. As soon as a decision has been made to cancel Boonc

Campus classcs, thc radio stations listed below will be contacted.
KWIIC; AM I590 l300NE
KLRX FM 96.1 AWJS
KLTI 1;M 104.1 AMES
KCCQ FM 105.1 AMUS
KASI AM 1430 AMES
KKRL FM 93.7 CARROLL
KCIM AM 1380 CARROI,I,
KDLS FM 1 0 1.7 PERRY/JIiFFERSON
KKLS AM 1310 PERRY/JEFFERSON
KGRA FM 98.9 JEI;FERSON
Cancellation announcements will also be recorded on the Boone
Campus telephone system. The announcement on the telephone system
can be accessed by dialing 412-7203 directly or by contacting the Boone
Campus through the toll free number 1-800-362-2127 and pressing 2 for
Boone Campus.
When weather conditions in the early morning delays the start of
school (i.e I0 a.m.) the offices will be open for business at the designated time. Classes will begin with the first full class period beginning on
or after the designated time.
If the weather conditions during the school day warrant an early dismissal I will make the decision notify stafl'and notify the radio stations
as soon as possible. The decision to cancel evening classes d l most generally be made by 4:30 p.m.

I

Explore the many opportunities Simpson has to offer.

Visit.

Call 1-800-362-2454 to schedule your visit.
See For yourself. Simpson looks
good on paper, but is even more
impressive in person,.
Tour the campus
Meet with students
Learn about Simpson's
academic programs
and activities

70 1 North C Street

Indianola, Iowa 50 125

www.simnson.edo
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Jnternational males share J rst
impressions of

a&a

Kevin Alberts
Bear Facts Staff

Thousands of
international students come to the
USA from other
countries to gain a
better education
or create better
opportunities for
themselves. Some

place where all the famous musicians and
actors lived In Australla, we
of

a lot of beautiful women and a lot of very
ntce and fnendly people. I had famlly al-

I
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from Croatia said "I always dreamed of
coming to Amenca to see the h g h cuIture,
nice people and everythmg orgamzed I
can say that my expectations were true, but
I still rmss my family and fnends very
much. I hope that I can see some big cities
whle I'm here "
Darren
Johnson who is
from
England
said,
"Before
coming
to
America, 1 dldn't
know what to expect I had only
seen parts on T V
I knew it was a
blg place and that
everything here

but I prefer K F C the Australian way.
I was very shocked about how
towns such as Ames g v e so much su

am new things about the

people in new hostel
Washington,
D.C.
- Hostelling performances by local students.
International- American Youth Hostels
The Student Center will also offer "a
(HI- YAH) opened a world-class, state-of- taste of international travel" through disthe-art 500-bed in Chicago in October. The cussion nights, speakers and other exJ. Ira & Nicki Hams Family Hostel, change events that involve the hostel's
housed in a renovated 1886 loft building at internationalguests. Other Student Center
24 East Congress Parkway, is bringing its facilities include a multi-purpose room:
college student friendly concept to down- meeting and conference rooms, lounge
town Chicago. It is withn walktng dis- areas and a communications room with
tance to many Chicago attractions, Internet access.
Hostelling International-Chicagoat the
including Grant Park, the Art Institute, the
Field Museum, Shedd Aquarium and the J. Ira & Nicki Hams Family Hostel is one
Magnificent Mile.
of the largest hostels in the world. The hosThe hostel offers inexpensive dormi- tel was so named to honor the very genertory-style accommodatians for travelers of ous contribution of the J. Ira and Nick
all ages. It provides sepante quarters for Foundation to this project.
males and females and private family
The City of Chicagoand Mayor Richard
rooms that can be reserved in advance.
M. Kaley have given the Chicago HosteI
The hostel has 24-hour access. a large Project unprecedented support. According
self-service kitchen dmng room, on-site to Mayor Daley, "The city of Chcago is
cafe, laundry facilities, Internet access, proud to be a supporter of the Chicago
and information and tickets for select Hostel, whch will encourage thousands of
Chicago attractions. The overnight fee for young international visitors to enjoy our
HI members starts at $22 (plus tax), a frac- institutions and natural resources, get to
tion of hotel rates. Daily programs and know us as the welcoming people we are,
special activities are offered to hostel and leam why Chicago is one the greatest
guests, rangmg from free walking tours to cities of the world."
HI-YAH is a nonprofit organization that
lowcost sailboat rides on Lake Michigan.
The hostel also has a reduced fee program promotes international understanding and
for individuals and groups of limited in- an appreciation of other cultures and the
environment through its network of hostel
come.
O n the second floor of the hostel is a and educational travel programs. HI-YAH
Student Center that provides a variety of is the U.S. affiliate of the International
services to Chicago-area college students, Youth Hostel Federation (IYHF).
as well as the approximate 75,000 interna- Hostelling International and the Blue
tional visitors that will be passing through Triangle are the trademark and seal of a p
over the next year. The Center provides proval of the IYHF, assuring the traveler of
comprehensive information services, quality budget accommodation around the
workshops on travel, and exhibitions and world.
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Candidate who
wouldn't quit
Matt Rinker
Bear Facts Staff
If you are like me and many other citizens of the United States, you've had it
up to "here" with this yeal's election.
The recounts. the lawyers. and the political propaganda seem to just keep going
and going and going.. . Will it ever
come to an end?
Since Nov. 7, we have been waiting
to see who the next president of the
United States will be. In tlus past few
weeks, we have also seen many events
unfold: the recounts in Florida and New
Mexico. the trial and more recounts in
Florida. When will A1 Gorejust give up
and say. "I lost." Don't get me wrong. I
have notlung against Al Gore. in fact, I
wanted him to be president, but don't
you think that he is taking this just a little too far?
With all the recounts he's been askmg
for, it's time he threw in the towel and
called it quits. Within the past week and
a half, we have had three recounts in
Florida and one in New Mexico. Come
on Al! Give those poor ballot counters
time to rest their fingers! This election
tie has already gone too far as fellow
presidential candidate George W. Bush
attempted to stop the recounts in court.
Unfortunately, Bush's attempt failed,
only giving Gore a chance to lengthen
this already complex ordeal.
Basically what I'm trying to say is,
"Gore, take it as a man; you lost fairly."
Democracy has spoken and as you
would say, "It's time to trust the government."

I
ou're ready finish
Y
your A. A. degree and
are thinking about the
to

next step. Perhaps a
bachelor's degree and
maybe even graduate
school are in your future.

ou know that average
Y
yearly earnings are
significantlyhigher for the
college-educated.Don't let job
or family responsibilities
keep you from earning a
degree that may open the
door to a better future.
he University of Iowa's
Texternal
degree the
-

Bachelor of Liberal
Studies - allows you to earn

a degree without full-time or
on-campusattendance. You
will work with an educational adviser to develop a
curriculum plan that suits your personal and professional
needs. Act today to receive more information!
Check out our Web site at:
Bachelor of Liberal Studies Degree
Center for Credit Programs
The University of Iowa
1-800-272-6430 (toll-free) 3191335-2575
fax 3191335-2740
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Bears' sharp
shooting leads
to victory
Bears tightened the defense and went on a
17-0 run that included three back-to-back
three-pointers by the Bears to take a 32-15
Sharp shooting and a couple of first half lead. The lead for the Bears stayed around
runs propelled the DMACC men to an 86- 15 points until the Bears went on a 12-0
run to end the half and took a 52-25 lead at
56 win over North Central Missouri.
Coach ON Salmon said "1 thought we the halftime.
The Bears opened the second half with
played well tonight. The team was active,
a 6-2 run to take a 60-27 lead and North
focused and shot the ball really well."
DMACC scored the first five points of Central just couldn't get their game back.
the game, and then both teams traded bas- The Bears hit 8 three-pointers including 4
kets until a three-pointer by North Central by Rich Borgos. who led the Bears in scortied the game at 11. The Bears responded ing with 20 points. Other high scorers for
with a basket to take a 13-11 lead North the Bears where Adam Daley with 15
Central came back to tie the game at 13. points. Jamal Jackson and Darnel1 Star
Both teams then traded baskets to tie at 15. with 14 points and Shelton Colwell had 11
The action changed at this point. The points for the Bears.

Scott Anderson
Bear Facts Staf

Melissa Gourley goes up for a shot against North Central.

DMACC women win
overtime thriller
Scott Anderson
Bear Facts Staff
Regulation was not enough for the
DMACC woliien against North Central
Missoun. The Bears battled back from an
carly first half deficit with a strong pcrimctcr dcfcnsc and tiincly shooting to rally
and forcc ovcrtimc where the Bcars domnated to takc Ihc b;lme.
North Central Missoun had playcd two
games against mt~onallyranked Division
1 powers rrom Kansas. It showcd early as
both went back and forth with neither team
able to take control. With the Bcars leading 10-9 North Central went on a 7-0 run
to take a 16-10 lead. The Bears came right
back. Following a three-point play by
Melissa Gourley and a three-point basket
by Alisha Markuson. the game was tied at
16. North Central then used their e'uperience and number of substitutions in addition to utilizing a very physical game plan
to go on a 12-0 run and take a 28-16 lead.
The Bears would get a couple baskets to
get close. but after a three-pointer at the
buzzer. North Central held a 33-23 lead at
halftime.
The second half saw both tcams going
back and forth with North Central in the
lead. With the score 40-30, the Bears went
on an 11-0 run to take the lead. Seven of
those points were from Gourley and a
three-pointer by Aly ssa Ketelsen North
Central answered with a basket. but the
Bears came right back with one of their
own. North Centrdl took 46-43 lead but

the Bears came right back with another
three-pointer by Ketelsen. North Central
took the lead again at 48-46. and after exchanging free throws the lead was 49-47.
The Bears then tied the game on a basket
by Gourley. but North Central came back
with a thrce-pointer to take a 52-49 lead.
With North Ccntral ahcad 54-51 thc Bears
again tied the ballgame with a threepointer by Gourley. North Central scored
to go up 56-54. but the Bears again tied it
up with two free throws from Gourlcy.
Ncithcr team could get another shot off
and the game went to overtime.
The Bears took their momentum into
overtime as the Bears went on a 12-2 run
to win the game. The defense almost
forced a shutout in overtime. but North
Central hit two free throws with 47 sec- Simon Milton puts up a shot against North Central.
onds left.
Head coach Bob Terrones said "The
crowd really helped the team tonight. We
weren't really strong in the first half. At
halftime we talked about the guard play
needmg to be stronger and being more
physical on the boards. Kelsey, Kain and
Naoko Takemura picked up the defense on
stopping North Central perimeter scoring
threat." North Central's Lessie Shanley
had 13 points at halftime, and didn't score
again until the last minute of overtime.
Gourley lead the Bears with 30 points Orv salmon
the team will be under-sized physically,
including 8 for 9 from the free throw line. Contributing Writer
but the hope is that this will be overcome
Kain. Ketelsen, and Lisa Obrecht all finby quickness and pressure at both ends of
ished with 10 points. Obrecht also had 5
The winter sports season is here. The the floor. The team is a young group, but
rebounds for the Bears. Markuson fin- basketball teams are off to a good start and they play with focus and they are also exished with 8 points and 10 rebounds.
are looking forward to the rest of the sea- citing to watch.
son.
~ G t theams, the coaches and I hope that
The women's team, under the direction as the season progresses both teams conof Bob Temnes, is off to a 3-0 start. This tinue to have success and bring credibility
includes a win over fifth-ranked North to the basketball programs at DMACC.
Central (Mo) last week in Boone. Bob has We appreciate the support of the faculty,
a group of players that plays with a great staff and the students that have been in atdeal of energy and are exciting to watch. tendance at the home games. I have been
The season is young, but at this point, this told that attendance is much better than in
group will change the image of women's past years and I know the coaches and
basketball at DMACC. The coaches and players are grateful for people that have
players are w o h n g hard and deserve your been at the games.
support.
Our responsibility is to continue to imThe men's team is also off to a 3-0 start. prove and work hard to have the success
The team has developed into one that is this school desewes. Hope to see you at
quick, athletic and scores well in transi- some games!
tion. There will certainly be games where

Men's and women's
basketball teams off
to great start
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Two sit out

Busch,
Young
appeal
eligibility
Arthur Davis
Bear Facts Staf

The women's basketball team ran into a
bit of a snag for the start of the season.
Kelli Busch and Tiffany Young had to be
benched pending an appeal of their eligbility to play this season since they have
played for the last two years. It did not
matter that last season was canceled.
Busch has gone through the appeal
process and was awarded a third year of eligibility with the stipulation that she sit out
six games. Young still has to go through
the appeal process. Orv Salmon, DMACC
Athletic Director, said. "We will decide as
a department how best to deal with the appeal for Tiffany."

End of Semester Calendar
No Evening Classes..........................November 22
Thanksgiving Vacation.. ................... Nov. 23, 24, 25
College Offices Closed............... December 23 - January 1
END OF SEMESTER.............................. .December 15
GRADES DLIE.......................................December 18
SPRING CLASSES BEGIN......................January 8
Kelli Busch
Every player must sign a letter of intent
that is sent to the office of the National
Junior College Athletic Association
(NJCAA) where eligibility is decided.
Once Busch found out that she was not
able to play, she had to write a hardship
letter to start the appeal process. Through
the efforts of many e-mails, letters and
phone calls, Busch was eventually able to
get her eligibility back. .
Busch said, "I would like to thank
everyone that made it possible, through
their efforts, for me to get my eligibility
back." She is disappointed about having to
sit out for the six games because'this shortens the roster and has made it harder on the
team.

...............
Student Action Council sponsors

cookies or donuts for nightstudents.

Week of Dec. 4 - 7

Diane Curran named
to DMACC
Foundation Board
DMACC-- The Des Moines Area
Community College (DMACC) Board of
Directors has unanimously approved the
selection of Diane Cumn of Boone to the
DMACC Foundation Board of Directors.
Curran is a broker associate with First
of Boone GMAC Real Estate. She is a
member of the Boone County Board of
Realtors, the Iowa Board of Realtors and
the National Board of Realtors. In addtion, she is serving as the president of the
Boone County Board of realtors for the
eighth time. She has also served as past
secretary, treasurer and director of the
Boone County Board of Realtors.
Curran is also active in the community.
She is the past president and member of
Boone's Future, which is the city of

Science Lab
Groundwater exposed to many pollutants
Jacinda Bunde
Contributing Ukiter

Y

is affected by rock or soil particles moving People should be mformed about the effect
along its path. The most common natu- their actions may have on ground water
rally occurring substances found in ground and how we can all protect this precious
As college students, almost all of us are water are calcium. magnesium fluoride, natural resource.
on tight budgets. So why do many of us iron, and sulfate. Generally, these do not
spend our hard-earned money on bottled cause problems. However, they can cause
water? The quality and cleanliness of tap undesirable traits, such as unpleasant taste,
water is becoming a great concern
odor or hardness to the water.
Ground water is water found in the
Ground water becomes polluted when
Logan's national reputation as a prespaces and cracks between the particles of foreign substances become dissolved in
mier chiropractic college is due in large
soil, sand gravel, and bedrock. As part of water at the land's surface. Because
part to faculty members like Dr. Ralph
a continuous cycle called the "hydrologic ground water moves slowly, detection of
Filson.
cycle." ground water is exposed to many pollution may take time. Often contamipollutants.
nation becomes widespread before it is deIn his private practice, Dr. Filson acts
In the hydrologic cycle, water is in con- tected. So even after the contamination
as consulting doctor of chiropractic to
tinuous motion through the oceans, atmos- has stopped, the aquifer may take years to
the St. Louis Cardinals and the
phere, and land. Water evaporates back cleanse itself.
World Champion St. Louis Rams.
into the atmosphere from the oceans,
Human activity on land can also affect
In both capacities, Dr. Filson treats
rivers, and lakes. It then returns to the ground water quality. Some agricultural
some
of the world's best athletes in
earth's surface as rain, snow, or hail. When practices can add nitrates and pesticides to
professional sports.
precipitation falls, it may evaporate di- ground water. Residential areas with s e p
rectly into the atmosphere, be absorbed by tic systems may add bacteria, viruses, and
If you would like to learn more about
plants or seep into the ground. Water en- chemicals to the ground water flow.
an
exciting career in chiropractic,
tering the soil can remain near the soil sur- Gasoline storage areas (includng service
please cuntact Logan Collge for an
face to evaporate or be taken in by plants. stations) tend to have leaks, and their coninformational packet.
Ground water fills the spaces between soil tamination seeps into the underground
padcles and rock. Close to the land sur- water supply. The largest impact comes
face, the spaces are partly filled with water from areas of heavy chemical usage -and partly filled with air. Ground water places such as landfills or improperly conmoves slowly through soil spaces or rock structed water wells, which mix surface
fractures compared to surFace flow. Most and ground water.
ground water flow is measured in inches
Protecting our ground water from conCOLLEGE 4 OF +-OPRA(YTIC
per day or feet per year.
tamination requires management and coNatural ground water quality varies operation by citizens and the govemment.
widely from place to place. Water quality

Boone's Economic Development corporation. She is a board member of the
Commercial Recruitment and Commerce.
She is a past member of the Boone
Planning and Zoning Commission and
served as chair of the Commission in
1995-96.
Cumn is the past advisory board .member for the Boone Community School
District and on the board of drectors of the
Boone Golf C1. Country Club. In.addition,
she has scrved on many other committees
and projects, includng board of drector
for United Way, board member for the
Sacred Heart Parish Council and the
Boone County Y Board.
She is the recipient of numerous awards
in her real estate career. including have
been inducted into the International Hall of
Fame with her Former employer, Century
21 Quam Real Estate. She was one of only
eight in the world chosen to receive this
award In 1993. she was the recipient of
the Boone Area Chamber of Commerce
Leadership and Professionalism Award.
Cumn and her husband William
C u m Jr., have Four grown children.

Professional Athletes Choose Chiropractic
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V o t e r apathy: a real travesty

Traditions
disappear

Aamn Forrester
Bear Facts Stag

Sadie M. Heimbaugh
Bear Facts Staf

I really hate when people say that they
don'1,pte because one vote won't or can't
make a difference. I'm sure many people
are tired of hearing about the election and
just want the whole thmg to be over. I
agree with them. I'm tired of it and I want
the whoIe thing to be over. But it's not that
simple just for the fact that the man who
will be the President for the next four years
is one of two very different people.
Many of you probably don't care who
the President will be because you think it
won't affect you. But it will if you plan on
coIlecting social security at any time, it
will if you're a huntcr or advocate of
stricter gun laws, and it will when people
you know have to go through the public
school system. Of course there are many
more ways it will affect you, but these are
a few of the larger issues. Bush and Gore
have very different stances on many of
these issues. But who's going to be the
next President?
I'm sure you all have heard about what's

going on in Florida, but have you heard
what's going on in New Mexico? For a
while in New Mexico Bush and Gore were
separated by a mere 17 and are now separated by under 200 out of over 500,000
votes. Chances are that New Mexico will
be decidedby fewer than 300 votes. If that
doesn't represent every vote making a difference then I don't know what does. And
then there's Florida. a state in which Bush
and Gore are separatedby 900 votes out of
a total of almost six million. Do people realize how close that is? There are four
times that many students enrolled here at
DMACC's Boone campus alone. To all of
you who didn't vote, there's a very real
chance that your vote could have made a
big difference.
What is a good excuse not to vote? It
takes very little time and most employers
will make sure that their employees have
time to vote. If you aren't registered to
vote you can get online at www.myabsenteeballot.com and find voter registration
f o m for your state. As the name implies
you can also find absentee ballot request
f o m there. If you feel that you're not in-

formed enough to vote all you have to do
is turn on the news in the months before
election time for five minutes and you're
guaranteed to learn something. A newspaper is also a good source for learning about
a candidate's policies.
As things look right now, George W.
Bush will be the next President of the
United States. Barring any court decisions
that would swing Florida in Gore's direction, Gore will win the popular vote, but
Bush will have the presidency. This is an
outrage to many people, but it isn't the first
time it will have happened. That's just the
way the system works. I don't like it, but I
can't change it. The most I can do right
now is write to my representatives in the
Congress and tell them how I feel.
I applaud everyone who voted in this
historic race. But if you didn't vote, what's
your excuse? The only real reason not to
vote is that you're too lazy. It's your perrogative and no one can make you vote,
but there is no good excuse not to. But
never say that one vote won't make a Qfference.

Ward off those winter ailments before they attack
a licensed pharmacist before tahng any and maintains stable blood pressure.
kind of supplement, herbal or otherwise. Calcium:builds strongbones and teethand
Some can cause an allergic reaction, espe- is active of the transmissions in the nervIt's that time of year again. If you are cially in combinationwith any prescription ous system.
in the minority. then you love thc winter drug!)
Though many of these can be found in
wonderland that is Iowa (even if it is for Chamomile: relaxes at bedtime, speeds everyday foods that we eat, many of the
herbs'canbe purchased over-the-counter in
six months). and are reveling in it. But if healing of wounds, and aids in Qgestion.
you are that (non-silent) majority who Mint: breath freshener, menthol vapors re- pharmacies and even in places like Wal-'
Mart and Hy-Vee. Keep in mind, these are
loathes freezing your fingcrs OKon a cold lieve sinus and nasal congestion.
steering wheel or the sloppy mess that you St. John's Wort: can be used to combat de- only a few of these miracle treatments. If
are forced to tromp through on your way to pression and fatigue. though the consulta- you get a chance, talk to your doctor, or
look on the Internet. In no time, you may
class, you are probably taking cover tion of a physician is strongly suggested.
indoors and aren't getting the exercise you Feverfew: used to fight migraines, relieves be feeling 100%better, andjust in time for
blood clots. and can be used for arthritis finals!
need
Also true. this is the time of year that pain.
sicknesses and sluggishness runs rampant Vitamin C: builds resistance to infection,
among college students (or anyone, re- relieves sore throat, and promotes healthy
ally). If you're like me, it really isn't too teeth and gums.
=cult to sleep in straight through your Vitamin A: softens skin, counteracts night
blindness and weak eyesight.
classes and fall behind.
Whether or not you've heard of them, Ginseng: enhances memory, and reduces
there are many organic remediesout on the the effects of aging.
market that can contribute to both your Licorice: relieves c o u a n g , hoarseness,
mental and.physica1health status.
sore throat and bronchitis.
Herbs and vitamins are the silent won- Bee Pollen: builds immunity, relieves muders in the meQcal field and have been so sea. can help with sleep disorders and
for thousands of years. From lowering builds stamina.
your blood pressure, to relieving sinus Zinc: aids in reproduction (though probacongestion and even to improving your bly not ideal for a college student!) and
702 Allen St.
mental state, here are a few supplements helps with the normal functioning of the
A GREAT PLACE TO EAT
that you might consider adding to your prostate.
diet. (Note: Do consult your physician or Potassium: can counteract dehydration,
Poollournament every
Melanie McCane
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Simply doing it right!
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MAIN OFFICE
1704South Marshall Street Boone, Iowa 50036
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Where have all the traditions gone?
With all the festivities that come with
the holiday season, we can't help but remember when we were of a younger age
and our eyes lit up with holiday delight.
The comfort of the traditions that took
place each year played a major role in
this delight.
As each year passes, it seemsthat another annual tradition is forgotten and
swallowed up by the passing of time.
As far back as I can remember, my older
brother and I broke the wishbone from
the turkey on Thanksgiving Day.
However, this traQtion too has been
broken. Families often take turns saying what they are thankful for during the
Thanksgiving meal, but as children
grow older, food and football seem to
become most important.
Thousands of traditions can be associated with the Christmas season, but
these too seem to be faQng out each
year. After children grow older. stockings are no longer filled and are often
just left packed up in abox. Ham andfor
turkey dinners are being replaced with
take out or some other meaI of convenience. lnstead of thoughtful gifts from
the heart, there are now more and more
cash cards and gift certificates.
Ornaments that havc hung on the tree
since a person's first Christmas are now
being replaced with simpler mare-trendy ornaments.
Family traditions arc becomi~~g
more
and more scarce with each passing year.
American families enjoy and even look
for a cheaper, more convenient. and
quicker way to get through the holiday
season. But when when Qd holiday traditions become so much of a burden that
a family can't remain consistent enough
to follow them year after year'? By
bringing back traditions, holiday spirit
may reach enormous heights; taking the
Grinch from our hearts and turning him
into George Bailey from It's A
Wonderful Life.

Tannins
Phone Cards
WashlDry Fold Senrice

Free Drying When Washing
With Toploaders
Open 8 amLast Load in by 9 prn

928 7'h St. (behind Fareway)
Boone, I A 50036
(515) 432-1757
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DMACC fall play
meets with success
anyone. Justin Willis w k e Hiltgen) is a
duector who thinks he's about to direct the
next Gone With the Wnd. And then there's
"1 was pushed down the stairs," screams Kitty (Heidi Hockett), a woman who has
the ghost of Jane Ackerly (Melanie been dead for longer than she can
McCane), an Oscar-winning screenwriter, remember and attempts to be a mentor to
as the other five people in the room all Jane in the afterlife.
Kitty decides that she wants to help Jane
stare in horror at her body. "She must have
fallen" they conclude. This was the scene find out who really pushed her down those
in the DMACC Boone campus theatre at stairs in order to work off the demerits that
8:00 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, Nov. 8 she accrued during her lifetime and that
are keeping her from going through "the
and 9.
This semester's play was entitled gates." Kitty arranges for all the people
Murder on the Rerun, a comedylmurder- who were at the ski lodge on the night of
mystery by Fred Cannichael. The play Jane's death to meet back at the lodge
was directed by speech instructor Kay exactly three years after the murder took
place. With a cast of characters like that,
Mueller and starred DMACC's finest
actors and actresses. The setting was in a what transpires is a hilarious situation in
Vermont sk! lodge where an eclectic group which everyone begins to suspect everyof entertainers has gathered for a weekend one else and no one trusts anyone. The
retreat. The set itself was pleasing to the situation only gets more comedlc when
eye and seemed to be well constructed. Hugh turns up dead.
Lighting and sound were both very simple,
All of the actors and actresses were very
good, but I'd have to say that the standouts
yet adequate as well.
Hugh Lawton (Jay Cue) is an actor who were Heidi Hockett and Megin Colton.
was mamed to Jane until her death. Betsy Heidi did a wonderful job as the
Randolph (Emily Milani) is an actress
quickwitted Kitty and Megin was excellent
involved in an affair with Hugh who ends as the drama queen Valerie.
up marrying him after Jane's death.
For everyone who saw it, the night was
Valerie Vickers (Megin Colton) is an es- filled with chuckles and suspense as the
tablished actress who tries in vain to keep characters, who were absurd to begin with,
up her young and sweet image, but is get- get fed up with each other and start pointting a bit too old to play the role. Edwina ing fingers. If you didn't see the play and
Dunbar (Sarah Baker) is a gossip colum- really want to know who killed Jane, well
nist who is ~rotectedfrom anv wrongdoing vou should have been there. You wouldn't
have been disaminted.
because sh; has dirt on evekonc kho

Aaron Forrester
Bear Facts Staff

Jensie Lauritsen

expectations in your head may help the
things that go wrong not seem so tem-

Everyone knows that driving home
for the holidays can be an unpleasant or
dreadful experience. Especially after
you arrive at your destination and you
are bonbarded with questions about
classes or receive teasing from family
members. Sure, the home cooked meal
is great, but a person can only enjoy so
much "quality time with the fam" without having homicidal tendencies.
I cannot help you with the fits of
anger but I do have some advice on
keeping your sanity on the ride back

Take some of your favorite
4)
CD's with you. Sing obnoxiously loud,
it will make you laugh and it will help to
keep you awake.
Don't stop too often. If you
5)
stop every 60 miles, you'll feel like the
trip is longer than it really is.
Bring a map! No matter how
6)
many times you've made the trip before,
you might get off track by missing an
exit or the dreaded road construction.
Eat a meal before you leave
7)
and bring munchies for the road. No
sense in stoppingjust because you
dldn't bring enough Doritos and
Snickers.
Call the family before you
leave. Thts will alert them to the
possibility that you've gotten abducted
if you haven't shown up when they are
expecting you.
Hey, if all else fails, play the
9)
alphabet game.

Don't try to do your homework
or study for upcoming finals. This is
your break time, relax!
Try to find a friend or acquaintance that you trust to share the ride
with you. This not only conserves gas
money but it gives you someone to
share the driving time with and have
good conversation. Thtnk "road trip."
Think about the good things
that will be waiting for you when you
amve at home. Showing up with good

High expectations,
big disappointment
pletely. With every character she introduced, she gave a small portion of their
background and that was it. Often times
When a book is chosen to be in Oprah's she let you really get to know a charactcr
Book Club it usually means that it will be and then never mention them again. Tlus
an above average book. River, Cross My can be very frustrating when a reader gets
Heart is a member of the club and is far a lead on an interesting character but doesfrom being above average. in fact it would n't quite get the entire truth about their exbe a complement lo call it an average citing past. Most authors use this to their
advantage; they will introduce a character
book.
Breena Clarke's first novel places the and then leave you hanging until the perclimax on the first page, something that is fect moment to intertwine them in the cirvery d8f1cult to perfect, especially if there cle of characters; however Clarke just
is only one climax since it leaves very lit- leaves readers hanging. Often she introtle to build up to. The book is not entirely duced characters that had absolutely no
boring. It does keep the reader interested relevance to the plot you were seeking and
and at full attention, but as it draws closer gave too much unneeded information and
to the ending pages. it becomes apparent then poof, they are gone and the reader
that the heart- poundlng climax on the first never hears of them again.
Although Clarke couldn't keep her
page is all the reader is going to experistamina going throughout the entire novel
ence.
This novel could quite easily have been she dld begin it with an enthralling openmade into several dfferent short stories. ing. It was a valiant effort for a first novel
Clarke skipped around from character to and perhaps her second novel can receive
character so much that her readers might a better review from other than Optah
find it hard to follow and give up com- readers.

Sadie ~ T ~ e i m b a u ~ h
Bear Facts Staff

"Edwina darling, how nice to see you." Edwina Dunbar (Sarah Baker) and Justin
Wills (Mike Hiltgen) share an amicable meeting.
.
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The other side of the Courter
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What are you doing for Thanksgivil

"I'm going to be traveling to
my friend Nikki7s house in

"I'm going to my grandparents' house and chowing
down on some ~ h a n k s g h i n g
food."

"I'm traveling to Oakland,
CA to to visit my family, eat
smoked turkey, &d hopefully
catch an NBA game."

"I'm cooking dinner for ten
at my house for the first
time:"

Tammy Clark
Sophomore

Travis Nicholson
Freshman

Shawonyta M. Norman
Part-time student

Kim Cunningham
Sophomore

Check out the new DMACC web page!

We've got jobs, great jobs for caring people,
and we pay good hourly rates.
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Needed: Certified Nursing Assistants
Afternoon & Evening hours ($9.50)
Weekends ($10)
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Bethany Manor, Inc.
212 Lafayette Avenue
Story City, Iowa 50248
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